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PRIVATE FUND DISCLOSURES UNDER THE
DODD-FRANK ACT
Wulf A. Kaal*
ABSTRACT
Title IV of the Dodd-Frank Act requires the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) to collect sensitive proprietary information from private
fund advisers via Form PF. Prior studies suggest that the SEC’s mandated
collection of private fund data in Form PF created several core challenges
for the private fund industry and for the SEC. This Article presents the
results of a survey of SEC-registered investment advisers to private funds
after the SEC’s first mandatory collection of private fund data.
The key findings of this study indicate that the majority of private fund
advisers responding to the survey incurred less than $10,000 to prepare
their initial data reporting to the SEC, with the cost of subsequent annual
Form PF filings at about half the initial cost. Larger private fund advisers,
required to file quarterly, are faced with substantially higher compliance
costs, both for their initial data reporting and for subsequent quarterly
filings. The data analysis in this study affirms SEC cost estimates for
smaller private fund advisers’ Form PF compliance costs. The SEC appears
to have overestimated Form PF compliance costs for larger private fund
advisers.
While the data analysis in this study suggests that the overall effect of
private fund disclosure requirements on the private fund industry is
moderate, it also indicates that the data reporting requirements for private
funds and the corresponding SEC forms can be further improved. The
majority of SEC-registered private fund advisers identified the ambiguity of
Form PF data reporting requirements in Form PF as the most pressing issue.
However, the majority of respondents also considered their existing
reporting systems adequate for capturing the information required by the
SEC and agreed with the SEC’s definitions and instructions for Form PF.
Respondents predominately rated the SEC staff as sufficient or good at
providing guidance.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Title IV of the Dodd-Frank Act and the SEC rules implementing the
requirements under Title IV created a paradigm shift for the regulation of
private funds in the United States, increasing regulatory oversight to
unprecedented levels. The new regulatory framework for private funds in
the United States requires private fund adviser registration and enhanced
disclosure of sensitive proprietary information. 1 To facilitate appropriate
data collection for assessing systemic risks, the Dodd-Frank Act authorized
the SEC to promulgate rules requiring registration and enhanced disclosures
for private equity and private funds managers.2 To collect the required data,
the SEC Division of Investment Management adopted a new form, Form
PF.3
Private fund advisers have traditionally opposed enhanced transparency
of the funds they manage, arguing that the mandatory private fund
disclosure requirements in Form PF could inappropriately burden the
private fund industry. 4 Some of the most controversial disclosure
requirements in Form PF include: the reporting of risk metrics, strategies
and products used by the investment adviser and its funds, counterparties
and credit exposure, performance and changes in performance, financing
information, percentage of assets traded using algorithms, and the
percentage of fund assets held in equity and debt instruments.5
1. Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. No. 111-203, §§
401–402, 124 Stat. 1376, 1570 (codified as amended at 15 U.S.C. §§ 80b-20 nt, 80b-2 (2010)).
2. Id. §§ 402–408.
3. SEC, OMB NO. 3235-0679, FORM PF: REPORTING FORM FOR INVESTMENT ADVISERS TO
PRIVATE FUNDS AND CERTAIN COMMODITY POOL OPERATORS AND COMMODITY TRADING
ADVISORS
(2011)
[hereinafter
FORM
PF],
available
at
http://www.sec.gov/about/forms/formpf.pdf; SEC, OMB NO. 3235-0049, FORM ADV: UNIFORM
APPLICATION FOR INVESTMENT ADVISER REGISTRATION AND REPORT FORM BY EXEMPT
REPORTING
ADVISERS
(2011)
[hereinafter
FORM
ADV],
available
at
http://www.sec.gov/about/forms/formadv.pdf.
4. SEC, IMPLICATIONS OF THE GROWTH OF PRIVATE FUNDS 90 (2003), available at
http://www.sec.gov/news/studies/hedgefunds0903.pdf (“Many of those opposing required registration
expressed a strong preference for leaving the private fund industry ‘unregulated’.”); Stephen
Brown et al., Mandatory Disclosure and Operational Risk: Evidence from Hedge Fund
Registration, 63 J. FIN. 2785, 2789 (2008) (stating that when the SEC tried to change registration
rules in 2004, the changes were strongly opposed by private fund managers, “who argued that
completing the 35-page form was unnecessarily costly and burdensome”); Carol J. Loomis, Hard
Times Come to the Hedge Funds, FORTUNE, Jan. 1970, at 100 (arguing that the private fund
industry viewed the threat of SEC action as a deterrent to growth, and private fund managers in
the 1960s and 1970s disliked the thought of SEC regulation, dreading the “prospect of an SEC
move that would prevent them from earning their compensation in the traditional way”); Hedge
Fund Operations: Hearing Before the H. Comm. on Banking & Fin. Servs., 105th Cong. 26 (1998)
(statement of Alan Greenspan, Chairman, Federal Reserve Board) (repeating Greenspan’s support
for continued loose regulation of the private fund industry).
5. Reporting by Investment Advisers to Private Funds and Certain Commodity Pool
Operators and Commodity Trading Advisors on Form PF, Investment Advisers Act Release No.
3,308 (Oct. 31, 2011), 76 Fed. Reg. 71,128 (Nov. 16, 2011), available at
http://www.sec.gov/rules/final/2011/ia-3308.pdf; FORM ADV, supra note 3.
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Prior studies suggest that the SEC’s mandated collection of private fund
data in Form PF creates several core challenges for both the private fund
industry and the SEC.6
The SEC appears to be primarily concerned with the collection and
evaluation of the private fund data as well as the clarity and
understandability of the SEC’s Form PF guidance. The private fund
industry has identified other concerns pertaining to its attempts to comply
with the data reporting obligations, including: (1) understanding the
intended purpose of Form PF; (2) understanding the definitions and
instructions in Form PF; (3) the ease of interpreting Form PF questions; (4)
investment advisers’ lack of resources (staff, time, vendor costs) for
preparing Form PF; (5) the lack of, and the nature and extent of, SEC
guidance and support; (6) the time spent on filling out and filing Form PF;
(7) adequacy of existing internal reporting, monitoring, and tracking
systems for capturing the information required in Form PF; and (8) ability
to provide disclosures regarding counterparty credit exposure and collateral.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that the SEC may be working with
contradictory, misleading, inaccurate, and incomplete data. Investment
advisers claim that the SEC is using industry terms incorrectly and
inconsistently. Others allege that many of the disclosure obligations in
Form PF do not pertain to their business or cannot be fulfilled other than by
guessing or by providing rough estimates. If these allegations are true, the
SEC’s ability to evaluate and assess the data could be compromised. The
use of incomplete and misleading data could lead to the development of
questionable policies and regulations as applied to the private fund industry.
This Article presents the results of a survey of private fund advisers
after the SEC’s adoption of Form PF. 7 The survey was disseminated to
3,669 private fund advisers who registered with the SEC before the
applicable deadline. The author’s research team contacted the entire
population via a fax questionnaire and e-mail survey. After multiple
attempts to reach the entire population in over five months, respondents
([n=52]) (0.014%) answered questions in several categories designed to
identify the effectiveness of Form PF. The categories included: (1)
definitions and instructions in Form PF; (2) the need to interpret Form PF
questions; (3) priority of problems with Form PF; (4) advisers’
understanding of intended purpose of Form PF; (5) use of a service provider
6. Wulf A. Kaal, Hedge Fund Manager Registration Under the Dodd-Frank Act, 50 SAN
DIEGO L. REV. 243, 315–16 (2013) [hereinafter Kaal, Hedge Fund Manager Registration]; Wulf
A. Kaal, Hedge Funds’ Systemic Risk Disclosures in Bankruptcy, 22 AM. BANKR. INST. L. REV.
195 (2014) [hereinafter Kaal, Hedge Funds’ Systemic Risk Disclosures]; Wulf A. Kaal, Hedge
Fund Regulation via Basel III, 44 VAND. J. TRANSNAT’L L. 389 (2011) [hereinafter Kaal, Basel
III]; Wulf A. Kaal, Hedge Fund Valuation: Retailization, Regulation, and Investor Suitability, 28
ANN. REV. BANKING & FIN. L. 581 (2009) [hereinafter Kaal, Hedge Fund Valuation].
7. This article predominantly considers SEC-registered investment managers to private funds
and private equity advisers but less so venture capital pools.
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to complete Form PF; (6) resources (staff, time, cost) allocated for filing
Form PF; (7) SEC guidance and support; (8) time spent on filing out and
filing Form PF; (9) adequacy of existing internal reporting, monitoring, and
tracking systems for capturing the information required on Form PF; (10)
disclosures regarding counterparty credit exposure and collateral difficulties
in identifying counterparties; (11) investors’ requests for copies of an
adviser’s Form PF filings; and (12) advisers substituting portions of
required CFTC forms with Form PF disclosures.
The survey identifies the core issues pertaining to private fund data
collection in Form PF and outlines possible solutions. The author tested all
survey questions in several rounds with representatives from the private
fund industry. The SEC also provided feedback on draft survey questions.
Cross-comparison of the feedback from both the SEC and the private fund
industry indicates that the survey questions are highly relevant and
succinctly address the main concerns with Form PF. Cross-comparison of
SEC and industry feedback also shows that both groups independently
identified the same pertinent issues with Form PF. In addition, both groups
suggested improvements for various survey questions. Accordingly, the
survey addresses concerns of both the private fund industry and the SEC.
While the majority of private fund advisers identified the ambiguity of
Form PF and the inefficiency of data reporting requirements as the most
pressing issues pertaining to Form PF, the majority of advisers also agreed
with the definitions and instructions that the SEC uses. Advisers generally
appreciated SEC guidance and flexibility, assessing the quality of guidance
as sufficient or good. The majority of respondents reported that they
incurred additional expenditures of less than $10,000 to prepare and file
their initial Form PF submission, and that the cost of subsequent annual
filings was about half the initial cost. Larger investment advisers to private
funds, however, incurred substantially larger compliance cost in fulfilling
the quarterly filing requirements under Form PF.
Part I of this Article introduces the history of and summarizes the
debate over the creation of private fund disclosure requirements. Part II
describes the legal requirements and private fund managers’ data collection
obligation under the Dodd-Frank Act and SEC Form PF. The author
provides anecdotal evidence from prior surveys suggesting that the data that
private funds report on Form PF creates several challenges for the SEC and
the private fund industry. Part III outlines the methodological approach of
the survey, introducing the survey instrument, data sources, sampling,
coding, and coding constraints. The author also evaluates possible selection
bias issues. Part IV discusses the results of the survey with descriptive
statistics. Part V presents the substantive results of the study in summary
graphs. Part VI summarizes the key findings and examines implications for
private fund policy, concluding that the data reporting requirements for
private funds and the corresponding SEC forms can be further improved.
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II. PRIVATE FUND TRANSPARENCY
Title IV of the Dodd-Frank Act and the SEC’s rules implementing the
requirements under Title IV8 increased the level of regulatory oversight of
private funds to unprecedented levels 9 by requiring registered investment
advisers to file periodic reports10 via SEC Form PF.11 Prior to the enactment
of Title IV, the private fund industry was largely exempt from regulatory
oversight, provided that private fund advisers complied with safe harbor
requirements under federal securities laws. 12 All registered investment
advisers holding more than $150 million in assets under management
(AUM) attributable to private funds at the end of their most recently
completed fiscal year are required to file Form PF with the SEC.13

8. See Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. No. 111-203,
§§ 401–416, 124 Stat. 1376, 1570–79 (2010) (incorporating the PFIARA in Title IV).
9. Id. Accord Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on
Alternative Investment Fund Managers and Amending Directives 2004/39/EC and 2009/…/EC,
COM (2009) 207 final (Apr. 30, 2009); Investment Funds, EUR. COMM’N,
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/investment/alternative_investments_en.htm (last updated Mar.
24, 2014) (providing additional materials on AIFM).
10. Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act § 404(b); 17 C.F.R. §
275.204(b)-1 (2013); Reporting by Investment Advisers to Private Funds and Certain Commodity
Pool Operators and Commodity Trading Advisors on Form PF, 76 Fed. Reg. 71,128, 71,140–42
(Nov. 16, 2011) (to be codified at 17 C.F.R. pts. 275 & 279), available at
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2011-11-16/pdf/2011-28549.pdf.
11. FORM PF, supra note 3, at 2. See also 17 C.F.R. § 275.204(b)-1 (requiring private fund
advisers to file Form PF with the SEC periodically); Reporting by Investment Advisers, 76 Fed.
Reg. at 71,239; 17 C.F.R. § 4.27 (2013) (requiring private fund advisers to file Form PF if they are
registered as commodity pool operators or commodity trading advisers).
12. SEC proposed amending Regulation D, noting that inflation might have eroded the
significance of a $1 million net worth as a proxy for investor sophistication. See Prohibition of
Fraud by Advisers to Certain Pooled Investment Vehicles; Accredited Investors in Certain Private
Investment Vehicles, 72 Fed. Reg. 400, 404–05 (Jan. 4, 2007) (to be codified at 17 C.F.R. pt. 275)
(proposing two steps for determining whether an investor would be accredited: (1) whether the
individual meets the test in rule 501(a) or rule 215 and (2) whether the individual “owns at least
$2.5 million in investments”). But see Prohibition of Fraud by Advisers to Certain Pooled
Investment Vehicles, 72 Fed. Reg. 44,756, 44,756 n.2 (Aug. 9, 2007) (to be codified at 17 C.F.R.
pt. 275) (deferring consideration of proposed change to definition of “accredited investor”).
Before the enactment of the Dodd-Frank Act in 2010, private funds and their investment advisers
were able to remain exempt from the securities laws as long as they limited the resale of their
securities, limited the sale of their securities to a limited number of accredited investors, and did
not advertise or otherwise hold themselves out to the public. See Kaal, Basel III, supra note 6, at
412–16 (summarizing private fund regulation requirements before the Dodd-Frank Act).
13. 17 C.F.R. § 275.204(b)-1; Reporting by Investment Advisers, 76 Fed. Reg. at 71,132–33
(listing three criteria for filing Form PF that represent an initial threshold for the minimal Form PF
requirements and stating that most private fund advisers who meet these three criteria will only be
required to file Section 1 of Form PF while “large private fund advisers” will be required to file
the remaining sections of Form PF); id. at 71,133 (explaining that there are three types of “large
private fund advisers:” (1) “[a]ny adviser having at least $1.5 billion in [Regulatory Assets Under
Management (RAUM)] attributable to private funds as of the end of any month in the prior fiscal
quarter;” (2) “[a]ny adviser managing a liquidity fund having at least $1 billion in combined
[RAUM] attributable to liquidity funds and registered money market funds as of the end of any
month in the prior fiscal quarter;” and (3) “[a]ny adviser having at least $2 billion in [RAUM]
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Form PF requires investment managers to disclose information about
themselves, about the funds they manage, and about their
investors. 14 Important Form PF disclosure requirements include a
breakdown of the net asset value (NAV) that the investment manager
manages,15 including the percentage of the reporting fund’s NAV that was
managed using high-frequency trading strategies. 16 Form PF requires
investment advisers to disclose the five trading counterparties to which the
reporting fund has the greatest net counterparty credit exposure,17 including
the dollar amount owed to each creditor. 18 Other important Form PF
disclosures include the requirement that the manager identify changes in
market factors and their effect on the long and short components of the
portfolio as a percentage of NAV, 19 any information about the
counterparties’ collateral and other credit support posted to the respective
reporting funds, 20 as well as trading and clearing mechanisms subject to
liquidity constraints and the duration of those constraints.21
Form PF is also intended to improve the SEC’s understanding of
reporting funds’ liquidity, exposure, and assets. Accordingly, Form PF
requires investment advisers to disclose the time increments it would take to
liquidate a certain percentage of the reporting funds’ portfolio,22 the dollar
value of long and short positions in each asset class,23 the value of turnover
by asset class, 24 the types of creditors (including the market value of
borrowings),25 and the aggregate value of all derivative positions for each
advised fund.26 Finally, Form PF requires disclosure of the reporting fund’s
restrictions (if any) on investor withdrawals and redemptions27 and other
information pertaining to investor liquidity, such as the percentage of
NAV.28
attributable to private equity funds as of the last day of the adviser’s most recently completed
fiscal year.”).
14. See 17 C.F.R. § 279.9 (2013) (establishing filing requirements for Form PF); FORM PF,
supra note 3, § 1a–b.
15. FORM PF, supra note 3, § 1a, Item B.3 (including the following private fund categories: (a)
hedge funds, (b) liquidity funds, (c) private equity funds, (d) real estate funds, (e) securitized asset
funds, (f) venture capital funds, (g) other private funds, (h) funds and accounts other than private
funds).
16. Id. § 1c, Item B.21.
17. Id. § 1c, Items B.22–23.
18. Id. § 2b, Item D.47.
19. Id. § 2b, Item C.42.
20. Id. § 2b, Item B.36.
21. Id. § 1c, Item B.24.
22. Id. § 2b, Item B.32.
23. Id. § 2a, Item B.26; id. § 2b, Item B.30 (pertaining to investment advisers that advise more
than one private fund).
24. Id. § 2a, Item B.27.
25. Id. § 2d, Item D.43.
26. Id. § 2b, Item D.44.
27. Id. § 2b, Item E.49.
28. Id. § 2b, Item E.50.
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In light of the highly sensitive nature of these required disclosures and
the complexity of the reporting requirements, Form PF created substantial
challenges for the private fund industry. For instance, Form PF requires
disclosure of counterparty credit exposure, which is sensitive information
that often cannot be readily determined by the individual fund managers.
While prior studies have acknowledged that the SEC’s mandated collection
of private fund data via Form PF created several core challenges for the
private fund industry, these studies do not sufficiently clarify the impact of
Form PF disclosure requirements on managers. 29 Anecdotal evidence
suggests that the SEC may be working with contradictory, misleading,
inaccurate, and incomplete data in Form PF, which impacts the SEC’s
ability to evaluate and assess the data. The use of incomplete and
misleading data could lead to questionable policy making and regulatory
decisions for the private fund industry.
III. METHODOLOGY
The author analyzed a sampling of individual investment advisers from
a population of investment advisers registered in the United States and
made statistical inferences about the population using the sample. The
author collected the data from electronic surveys and survey questionnaires
via email and fax, respectively. 30 No respondent received a financial
incentive to participate in the survey. The only incentive for private fund
advisers’ participation was the author’s promise to share the findings of the
survey.
To ensure the pertinence and accuracy of the survey instrument, the
author tested and retested the survey instrument in over twenty test runs
with industry experts, SEC representatives, and private fund managers. 31
After each test phase, the author integrated substantial substantive feedback
from the SEC representatives, academics, and registered private fund
advisers. Throughout the test phase, the author trained a team of research
assistants to engage respondents and code responses. The author doublechecked coding for accuracy and internal consistency.
A. DATA SOURCES AND CODING
To provide quantifiable support for specific issues with Form PF that
allows further empirical investigation, the author surveyed private fund
advisers in the United States who are subject to Form PF filing
29. Kaal, Hedge Fund Manager Registration, supra note 6; Kaal, Hedge Funds’ Systemic Risk
Disclosures, supra note 6; Kaal, Basel III, supra note 6; Kaal, Hedge Fund Valuation, supra note
6.
30. Mode effects are insignificant because each data collection method was based on the same
questionnaire and the author and his team of research assistants asked respondents the same
sequence of questions.
31. See infra app. Survey Instrument.
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requirements. The SEC’s Investment Adviser Registration Depository
(IARD) contains data pertaining to registered investment advisers who are
subject to the Form PF filing requirement. 32 To identify the relevant
population, the author downloaded a dataset from the IARD website
comprising investment adviser firms registered with the SEC, and applied a
predefined set of filters.
First, the author filtered the data set by Form ADV item 7.B, “Are you
an adviser to any private fund?” That filter decreased the dataset to 4,045
“Yes” responses and eleven nonresponses for a total of 4,056 firms.
Thereafter, the author organized the data by “Main Office” location
response, sorting by country. While the data set was arranged in order of
“Main Office Country,” the author also ascertained that the main office was
in the United States by filtering main office phone and main office fax
numbers, respectively, and removing the investment adviser firms with nonU.S. phone and fax numbers, as well as any firms with phone or fax
numbers containing more than ten digits. Through process of elimination,
the author identified 3,728 advisers who were located in the United States
and had responded affirmatively to the SEC as advising private funds.
Subsequently, the author filtered for firms that completed the latest version
(October 2012) of Form ADV, identifying 3,669 firms. Thus, the filtered
and final dataset of 3,669 firms includes investment adviser firms that: 1)
advise private funds, 2) have U.S. contact information, and 3) completed
the October 2012 version of Form ADV.
The author used several different coding methodologies, such as closeended survey questions to quantify items. Close-ended questions were
dichotomous and continuous, and the available response options for closeended questions were mutually exclusive and exhaustive. For those
questions that allowed a “Yes” and “No” response, the author used a binary
code of “1” for “Yes” and “0” for “No.” The author also used open-ended
survey questions to assess several technically demanding Form PF issues.
The author coded responses to open-ended survey questions into response
clusters by assigning identification numbers to the respective response, thus
combining binary and clustered responses in one coding sheet. The
combined coding sheet facilitated a cross comparison of survey responses
from separate categories, as well as with other Form PF and Form ADV
data. The author and his research assistants approached all respondents
using the same methodology. All respondents volunteered their
participation, and the author had no control over the sample selection.

32. Historical
Archive
of
Investment
Adviser
Reports,
SEC,
http://www.sec.gov/foia/iareports/inva-archive.htm (last modified Mar. 2, 2015). See also
Division of Investment Management: Electronic Filing for Investment Advisers on IARD, SEC,
http://www.sec.gov/divisions/investment/iard.shtml (last modified Aug. 9, 2013) (providing
information on the IARD and how to register or obtain information on investment advisers).
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B. SAMPLING CONSTRAINTS
Empirical researchers analyzing private funds face many limitations
when conducting surveys. 33 Because of decades-old regulations that
allowed the industry to remain exempt from registration and transparency
requirements, and the private fund industry’s particular interest in
confidentiality and privacy, high quality private fund data is rather limited.
One promising way to overcome this limitation involves the collection of
the required data from private funds. However, private fund advisers’
privacy, performance, and idiosyncratic concerns also limit the researcher’s
ability to collect data for an effective sample size.34 The SEC’s efforts to
keep private both the e-mail contact information of filing entities and their
representatives further complicated the collection of private funds data.35
Accordingly, data collection for this study proved difficult. The
overwhelming majority of the population did not participate in the survey.
In addition to the aforementioned privacy and performance-related
limitations, the data collection for this study required private fund adviser
respondents to recall technical details and their individual filing history on
Form PF. Only in the rarest of circumstances did respondents revisit their
filing history to respond to the survey questions that required such
additional expertise. Several respondents voiced concern and/or uncertainty
about possible SEC enforcement measures pertaining to their Form PF
filings, which also may have affected the response rate of this study.
C. SELECTION BIAS
Selection bias in survey studies is the subject of a long-lasting and
ongoing debate amongst commentators in the field.36 Generally speaking,
sample selection bias exists if, rather than using randomly selected cases to
explain phenomena, researchers select cases because they display and share

33. Kaal, Hedge Fund Manager Registration, supra note 6, at 278–80.
34. Id. at 278 (“Private fund managers have a tendency to disfavor any form of public

exposure for a variety of economic, performance, privacy-related, and idiosyncratic reasons.
Given the particular concern in the private fund industry regarding confidentiality and privacy,
obtaining a substantial effective sample size for this study proved difficult.”).
35. Id. at 279 (“The author and his team of researchers encountered a number of problems
during the process of collecting survey responses. The identity and contact information for the
chief compliance officer and chief legal officer of the firms were not publicly available. Although
Form ADV requires advisers to disclose the contact information for their chief compliance officer,
the dataset provided by the SEC did not list this information and did not include e-mail addresses.
The filed copy of Form ADV on the IARD website also did not contain chief compliance officer
information. The dataset obtained from the SEC did not include the e-mail addresses, and neither
did the individual Form ADVs on the IARD website.”).
36. See Thomas W. Hall et al., The Effectiveness of Increasing Sample Size to Mitigate the
Influence of Population Characteristics in Haphazard Sampling, 20 AUDITING: J. PRAC. &
THEORY 169, 169 (2001).
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the very trait the researchers hope to explain.37 Factors resulting in selection
bias include the non-random selection of cases 38 and the drawing of
inferences that are not statistically representative of the population.39
Despite the drawbacks of selection biases, some scholars argue that
sample selection bias is merely a generic problem in social science research
designs involving a non-random sample of a population of interest. 40
Selection bias is considered a generic problem because human behavior
determines selection,41 and the assumptions about how selection occurs are
important for selection bias models.42 In fact, several social science research
traditions rely on empirical designs that are subject to sample selection
biases.43 There is some evidence that significant findings with substantial
37. See Barbara Geddes, How the Cases You Choose Affect the Answers You Get: Selection
Bias in Comparative Politics, 2 POL. ANALYSIS 131, 140 (1990).
38. See PETER JONES, STATISTICAL SAMPLING AND RISK ANALYSIS IN AUDITING 11–12
(1999); DONALD A. LESLIE ET AL., DOLLAR-UNIT SAMPLING: A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR
AUDITORS 36–37 (1980); ARTHUR J. WILBURN, PRACTICAL STATISTICAL SAMPLING FOR
AUDITORS 4–6 (1984); Herbert Arkin, Statistical Sampling in Auditing, 27 N.Y. CERTIFIED PUB.
ACCT. 454, 457 (1957); W. Edwards Deming, On the Contributions of Standards of Sampling to
Legal Evidence and Accounting, 19 CURRENT BUS. STUD. 14, 18–21 (1954); Thomas W. Hall et
al., The Use of and Selection Biases Associated with Nonstatistical Sampling in Auditing, 12
BEHAV. RES. ACCT. 231, 232–33 (2000); Clive S. Lennox et al., Selection Models in Accounting
Research, 87 ACCT. REV. 589, 611 (2012); Jennifer Wu Tucker, Selection Bias and Econometric
Remedies in Accounting and Finance Research, 29 J. ACCT. LITERATURE 31, 32 (2010); Neal B.
Hitzig, Statistical Sampling Revisited, CPA J., May 2004, at 30, available at
http://www.nysscpa.org/cpajournal/2004/504/essentials/p30.htm; Thomas Hall et al., Haphazard
Selection: Is It Time to Change Audit Standards? 1, 3–4 (Working Paper, 2010), available at
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1687443.
39. Richard A. Berk, An Introduction to Sample Selection Bias in Sociological Data, 48 AM.
SOC. REV. 386, 391 (1983); David Collier, Translating Quantitative Methods for Qualitative
Researchers: The Case of Selection Bias, 89 AM. POL. SCI. REV. 461, 462 (1995).
40. See Christopher Winship & Robert D. Mare, Models for Sample Selection Bias, 18 ANN.
REV. SOC. 327, 328 (1992).
41. See generally Reuben Gronau, Wage Comparisons—A Selectivity Bias, 82 J. POL. ECON.
1119 (1974); James J. Heckman & Guilherme Sedlacek, Heterogeneity, Aggregation, and Market
Wage Functions: An Empirical Model of Self-Selection in the Labor Market, 93 J. POL. ECON.
1077 (1985); James J. Heckman & Guilherme L. Sedlacek, Self-Selection and the Distribution of
Hourly Wages, 8 J. LAB. ECON. S329 (1990); James J. Heckman & Bo Honoré, The Empirical
Content of the Roy Model, 58 ECONOMETRICA 1121 (1990); H. Gregg Lewis, Comments on
Selectivity Biases in Wage Comparisons, 82 J. POL. ECON. 1145 (1974); A.D. Roy, Some Thoughts
on the Distribution of Earnings, 3 OXFORD ECON. PAPERS 135 (1951); Robert J. Willis &
Sherwin Rosen, Education and Self-Selection, 87 J. POL. ECON. S7 (1979).
42. See generally DRAWING INFERENCES FROM SELF-SELECTED SAMPLES (Howard Wainer
ed., 1986); NONPARAMETRIC AND SEMIPARAMETRIC METHODS IN ECONOMETRICS AND
STATISTICS: PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIFTH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM IN ECONOMIC THEORY
AND ECONOMETRICS (William A. Barnett et al. eds., 1991); Arthur S. Goldberger, Abnormal
Selection Bias, in STUDIES IN ECONOMETRICS, TIME SERIES, AND MULTIVARIATE STATISTICS 67
(Samuel Karlin et al. eds., 1983); Lung-Fei Lee, Some Approaches to the Correction of Selectivity
Bias, 49 REV. ECON. STUD. 355 (1982); Abbas Arabmazar & Peter Schmidt, Note, An
Investigation of the Robustness of the Tobit Estimators to Non-Normality, 50 ECONOMETRICA
1055, 1055 (1982).
43. See RICHARD L. RATLIFF ET AL., INTERNAL AUDITING: PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES 628
(2d ed. 1996).
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policy implications can be ignored if researchers rely exclusively on
observational schemes that are free from selection bias.44 Several studies
used simulation techniques to review the effectiveness of techniques used to
prevent selection bias. These studies suggest that under ordinary
circumstances, many of the techniques used to prevent selection bias
problems skew results, have mixed success rates, and can actually worsen
rather than improve estimates. 45 Increasing the sample size neither
necessarily compensates for the potential selection bias of non-statistical
techniques, nor guarantees the representativeness of the sample.46
For purposes of this study, the author identified the population of
private fund advisers who were subject to the disclosure requirements of the
Dodd-Frank Act using the SEC’s IARD database. 47 To ensure a
representative sample, the author chose respondents who were private fund
advisers and registered with the SEC as identified on the IARD database.
The author did not select the survey sample participants and did not use
probabilistic randomizing aids for purposes of the sample selection. It
would not have been feasible to further randomize the sample by including
respondents from outside of the private fund industry or respondents other
than private fund advisers because those non-adviser respondents would not
have been exposed to the new disclosure requirements. Each member of the
identified population of private fund advisers had a known, nonzero chance
of being selected as part of the sample. All respondents were approached
using the same methodology and were volunteer participants. While the
author recognizes that obtaining information through voluntary responses
can create an inherent bias because people with a special interest are more
likely to respond, no indicia exist that respondents who did respond to the
survey were different from individuals who did not respond. The dispersion
of responses suggests that respondents did not have a special interest in
responding. Common characteristics of respondents include experience
with private fund disclosure requirements in Form PF and a willingness to
share their experiences.

44. Id.
45. See Ross M. Stolzenberg & Daniel A. Relles, Tools for Intuition About Sample Selection

Bias and Its Correction, 62 AM. SOC. REV. 494, 494 (1997).
46. See DAN M. GUY ET AL., PRACTITIONER’S GUIDE TO AUDIT SAMPLING 160 (1998).
47. Division of Investment Management: Electronic Filing for Investment Advisers on IARD,
supra note 32.
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CRIPTIVE ST
TATISTICS
IV. DESC
A. INT
TERNAL CON
NSISTENCY
To enssure the accu
uracy of the results and internal connsistency, thee
author inteegrated severral survey qu
uestions to aascertain the expertise off
respondents as well ass questions that could bbe internallyy verified byy
comparison
n with other survey questiions that askeed the same question in a
different co
ontext.

Figure 1:
1 Respondentss’ Familiarity with
w Form PF.

Figure 1 shows the percentage value
v
of respoondents who answered thee
question co
oncerning wh
hether they asssisted in preeparing and/orr filing Form
m
PF. The ov
verwhelming majority off respondents (92.31%) w
were involvedd
with the preparation
p
or
o filing of Form PF. B
Because the identities off
respondents were not disclosed, the
t
author w
was not ablee to removee
f
respond
dents who weere not directlly involved iin completingg
responses from
and/or filin
ng Form PF.. However, responses
r
froom people w
who were nott
directly inv
volved in preeparing, com
mpleting, or ffiling Form P
PF, but weree
otherwise involved witth Form PF (7.69%; e.g ., respondentts who weree
involved with
w
policy decisions, lo
obbying effoorts etc.), can
an also yieldd
valuable in
nsights into th
he inner-work
kings of Form
m PF, the inteerpretation off
Form PF qu
uestions, and the preparatio
on of the doccument.
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Figure 2:
2 Sections of Form
F
PF Comp
pleted.

Figure 2 shows th
he percentagee of responddents in the sample whoo
completed various sections of Form PF. Form PF
F requires alll private fundd
advisers to complete Seection 1a (typ
pes of privatee funds advised)48 and 1bb
(informatio
on regarding the
t private fun
nds advised)..49 Section 1cc, on the otherr
hand, requeests informattion regarding
g the private funds that aan investmentt
50
adviser maanages. Sections 2a an
nd 2b pertaiin to large private fundd
advisers;51 Section 3 relaates to the liq
quidity of fundd advisers;52 aand Section 4
deals with large
l
private equity funds.53
In thiss survey, outt of a total of fifty-twoo respondentss, forty-eightt
responded to survey qu
uestion 2. A majority
m
of reespondents (446 of the 48))
indicated th
hat they comp
pleted Section
ns 1a and 1b (95.83%). M
More than halff
of the resp
pondents (56.2
25%) also co
ompleted Secction 1c, sugggesting that a
majority of respondentts also advisse private fun
unds. Only a minority off
(
andd 2b (8.33%) of Form PF,,
respondents completed Sections 2a (10.41%)
pertaining to large private fund adviisers (definedd as having ““at least $1.55
billion in private
p
fund assets
a
under management as of the lasst day of anyy
month in the fiscal qu
uarter immed
diately preceeding [the] m
most recentlyy
completed fiscal quarteer.”). An eveen smaller ppercentage off respondentss
completed Section 3 (2.0
08%) and Secction 4 (4.17%
%), which perrtains to largee
private equ
uity fund adviisers (defined
d as having “$$2 billion in pprivate equityy
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

FORM PF,
P supra note 3,
3 § 1a.
Id. § 1b
b.
Id. § 1c.
Id. § 2a–b.
Id. § 3.
Id. § 4.
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most recentlyy
fund assetss under manaagement as of the last dayy of [their] m
completed fiscal year”).

Figure 3:
3 Annual and Quarterly Filin
ng of Respondeents.

F
Figure 3 identifies the percentaage of responndents who ffile Form PF
hese filers arre smaller prrivate fund aadvisers), andd
annually (ssuggesting th
those who file quarterly
y (suggesting
g these respoondents are llarger privatee
fund adviseers who are reequired to com
mplete Sectioons 2-5 of Form PF). Onlyy
14.29% of respondents file quarterly
y and are, thuus, self-identified as largerr
private fun
nd advisers. The
T overwhelm
ming majority
ty of private ffund adviserss
(85.71%) in
n the survey file
f annually and are, thuss, self-identifiied as smallerr
private fund
d advisers.
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Figure 4:
4 Internal Con
nsistency of Qu
uestions 2 and 33.

d
in the response rate exists b etween Quesstions 2 and 3
A 2% difference
(see Figuree 6). Figure 4 compares th
he internal coonsistency off responses too
Questions 2 and 3, as th
he “annual” responses
r
in Q
Question 3 nnear equal thee
Section 1a--c responses in Question 2.
2 Similarly, respondents who checkedd
Sections 2--5 in Question
n 2 are almosst equal in num
mber to thosee respondentss
checking “quarterly” in Question 3. The legal reqquirement thaat precipitatess
the preparration and filing
fi
of Secctions 2-5 oof Form PF means thatt
respondents are requireed to file quaarterly. Compparing Questiions 2 and 3
thus illustraates that the responses
r
to both
b
questionns are internallly consistent..
The intern
nal consistency of these responses ssuggests thatt the surveyy
responses have
h
an abovee average reliability.
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Figure 5.
5 Type of Priv
vate Funds in Survey.
S

Figure 5 shows the type of priv
vate funds thaat the responndents advise..
The majoriity of survey respondents advise privaate funds (56%), followedd
by private equity fund
ds (30%). Veenture capitall funds, secuuritized assett
funds, liquidity funds, and
a real estatte funds are ooverall less reepresented inn
the samplee. The 30% of responden
nts who sugggested that nneither of thee
categories applied to their
t
investm
ment adviser firm suggessts that thesee
respondents may take isssue with thee SEC’s categgorization off their adviserr
firm, a concclusion that iss supported by anecdotal eevidence.

Figure 6.
6 Response Su
ummary for Su
urvey Question s.
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Figure 6 shows the number of reesponses to eaach question in the surveyy
instrument.. Overall, veery few partiicipants com
mpleted the eentire survey..
Questions 5, 8, 9, 13b
b, 14a, and 14b, which were open-eended surveyy
questions that
t
required additional analysis
a
and//or an explannation of thee
collected Form
F
PF dataa, show a mu
uch lower ressponse rate (ee.g., betweenn
38% and 67%).
6
Other factors that could potenttially have innfluenced thee
lower respo
onse rate for these questio
ons include thhe need to reevisit some off
the more co
omplex questiions in Form PF.
B. REPRESENTATI
E
IVENESS OF SAMPLE
To ensu
ure the represeentativeness of
o the sample of private funnd advisers inn
this survey
y, the author created
c
crosss-comparisonss between thee sample andd
the populaation of 3,669 investment adviser ffirms. Cross-comparisonss
examine differences
d
between
b
the sample andd the populaation. Cross-comparison
ns were limiteed by the avaailability of ccomparable daata. Figures 7
and 8 sugg
gest that, und
der the examiined parameteers, the sampple of privatee
fund adviseers who respo
onded to this survey (n=5 2) is represenntative of thee
population of 3,669 inveestment adviser firms.54

7 Sample vs. Population:
P
Typ
pes of Funds.
Figure 7:

mportant meeasure to eexamine thee
Figure 7 shows another im
representatiiveness of thee sample. By comparing thhe types of fuunds managedd
in the popu
ulation (via the
t SEC’s IA
ARD databasee) with the tyypes of fundss
managed in
n the sample,, the author can
c assess thee representativveness of thee
54. Because of privacy concerns, most respondents declined to disclose their idenntity to the authorr.
A cross-compaarison of the samplle with the populattion of 3,669 privaate fund advisers w
was therefore onlyy
limitedly possib
ble.
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ggests, overaall, that the sample apppears to bee
sample. Fiigure 7 sug
representatiive of the pop
pulation in terrms of types oof funds.

Figure 8:
8 Comparison of Size of Fun
nds.

Figure 8 shows a co
omparison of the size of fuunds in the poopulation andd
in the sam
mple. The sam
mple appears to be generrally represenntative of thee
population in terms of the size of funds
fu
and thee correspondiing annual orr
quarterly fiiling frequenccy.
V. RESUL
LTS
The ressults of this study
s
identify
y and quantifyy core issues pertaining too
the SEC’s private fund data collection througgh Form PF. The surveyy
presents wh
hat the privaate fund indusstry considerrs to be the m
most pressingg
concerns with
w
Form PF.
P By iden
ntifying, clarrifying, quanntifying, andd
outlining possible
p
remeedies for open issues withh mandatory private fundd
disclosures in Form PF, the survey also
a provides essential feeddback for thee
SEC and helps
h
it addreess outstandiing issues wiith Form PF. The surveyy
results coulld help createe a consensuss between the SEC and thee private fundd
industry on
n required dissclosures and
d thereby incrrease cooperaation betweenn
the two parrties. The resu
ults may also
o help identify
fy sustainable solutions forr
the regulatiion of the priv
vate fund indu
ustry.
The ressults can be organized intto several caategories: (1) the intendedd
purpose off Form PF; (2
2) understand
ding of definnitions and innstructions inn
Form PF; (3) the need
d to interprett Form PF qquestions; (44) investmentt
ocation of reesources (stafff, time, costt) for filing F
Form PF; (5))
adviser allo
SEC guidan
nce and supp
port; (6) time spent complleting and filiing Form PF;;
(7) adequaacy of existin
ng reporting, monitoring, and trackingg systems forr
capturing the informattion required
d on Form PF; and (8)) disclosuress
regarding counterparty
c
credit
c
exposurre and collateeral.
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Figure 9:
9 Purpose of Form
F
PF.

Figure 9 illustrates, in cluster caategories, advvisers’ responnses to surveyy
Question 10: “What is the
t purpose of
o Form PF?”” Most adviseers assert thatt
F is to assesss systemic rissk and addresss the lack off
the purposee of Form PF
information
n regarding private fun
nds. Other responses hhighlight thee
importancee of allowing the Financiaal Security O
Oversight Couuncil (FSOC))
and the Offfice of Financcial Research
h (OFR) to moonitor risk annd the need too
collect risk
k exposure infformation. Th
hree commennters stated thhe purpose off
Form PF is to provide a roadmap for advisor exam
minations.
A. FORM
O
PF COM
MPLIANCE COST
O

1 Estimated Amount
A
Spent to Complete F
Form PF.
Figure 10:
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he estimated total amountt of funds inn dollars thatt
Figure 10 shows th
investment advisers speent to compllete Form PF
F for the firrst time. Thee
ndicated that tthe total estim
mated cost off
majority off respondentss (59.18%) in
first time Form PF completion
c
was
w
under $$10,000. A minority off
respondents suggested their cost off first-time F
Form PF com
mpletion wass
10,000 and $20,000.
$
Som
me respondennts, however,,
somewheree between $1
stated that their
t
costs weere over $30,0
000.

Figure 11: Estimated Amount Spen
nt to Complete Form PF – Sm
mall vs. Largee
Adviserrs.

Figure 11 shows th
he estimated total amountt of funds inn dollars thatt
small and large
l
investm
ment advisers spent
s
to compplete Form PF
F for the firstt
time. Quartterly filing larrge fund adviisers spent onn average $1555,286 for thee
initial filing
g of Form PF
F. By contrast, smaller privvate fund adviisers who filee
annually on
nly spent on average
a
$9,52
20 for the firstt time filing F
Form PF.

Figure 12:
1 Cross-Com
mparison of Inittial Form PF Fiiling – Kaal 20014 vs. SEC.
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C cost estimattes pertainingg
Figure 12 shows a cross-comparrison of SEC
55
to the initiaal Form PF fiiling and thee estimates prrovided by thhis study. Thee
cross-comp
parison suggeests that the SEC
S
may be m
marginally ovverestimatingg
the cost off Form PF filings for botth annually fi
filing smaller private fundd
advisers an
nd quarterly fiiling larger prrivate fund addvisers. Howeever, the dataa
for the larg
ger fund adv
visers’ cost of filing Form
m PF is based on a smalll
sample.

Figure 13:
1 Estimated Annual
A
Cost off Subsequent F
Form PF Filingg.

he estimated annual costt of subsequeent Form PF
F
Figure 13 shows th
filings. Thee majority off respondents (57.14%) inndicated that their cost forr
annual Form
m PF filings would be un
nder $5,000. A minority off respondentss
opined thaat their cost would be between
b
$5,0000 and $10,000. Somee
respondents, however, in
ndicated that their cost maay be betweenn $10,000 andd
$20,000, an
nd several oth
hers maintaineed it would bee over $20,0000.

55. Reporting by Investm
ment Advisers to
o Private Fundss and Certain C
Commodity Pooll
d Commodity Traading Advisors on
n Form PF, 76 F
Fed. Reg. 71,128 (Nov. 16, 2011))
Operators and
(to be codified
d at 17 C.F.R. pts. 275 & 279), ava
ailable at http://w
www.gpo.gov/fdssys/pkg/FR-2011-11-16/pdf/2011-28549.pdf.
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o Subsequent Form PF Filinng – Small vs.
Figure 14: Estimated Annual Cost of
Large Adviser.
A

s
the estiimated annuaal cost of subssequent Form
m PF filings—
—
Figure 14 shows
broken dow
wn by smalleer and larger private fund advisers. Quuarterly filingg
large fund advisers
a
on average pay $7
72,143 for suubsequent Forrm PF filings..
Smaller priivate fund ad
dvisers, on thee other hand,, spent on avverage $5,2622
for subsequ
uent Form PF filings.

Figure 15: Cross-Com
mparison of Su
ubsequent Form
m PF Filing – Kaal 2014 vs.
SEC.
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c
ison of SEC ccost estimatees56 pertainingg
Figure 15 shows a cross-compari
to the subssequent Form
m PF filings and
a the estim
mates for subssequent Form
m
PF filings as
a provided by this study. The
T cross-com
mparison sugggests that thee
SEC may be
b marginally
y underestim
mating the cosst of Form P
PF filings forr
smaller private fund adv
visers who fiile annually. With regardss to quarterlyy
und adviserss, however, the SEC apppears to bee
filing largeer private fu
substantiallly overestimaating the cost of subsequuent Form PF
F filings. Thee
cost estimaates in this stu
udy for subseq
quent Form P
PF filings by larger privatee
fund adviseers are at abo
out half the cost the SEC
C estimates. H
However, thee
data in thiss study pertain
ning to largerr fund adviseers’ cost of filling Form PF
F
is based on
n a small samp
ple.

Figure 16:
1 Number off People to Com
mplete Form PF
F.

Figure 16 shows thee number of people that rrespondents reelied upon too
F
PF. The majority of respondents
r
( 67.35%) usedd one to threee
complete Form
individuals to completee Form PF. A minority of respondennts (10.20%))
relied on seeven or more individuals to
o complete Foorm PF.

56. Id.
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Figure 17:
1 Estimated Hours
H
to Comp
plete Form PF..

Figure 17 shows thee estimated to
otal number oof hours that w
were requiredd
to completee Form PF. The
T majority of
o respondennts (69.39%) iindicated thatt
it took them
m between 0 to 49 hourss to completee Form PF. A minority off
respondents (14.29%) in
ndicated that it took more than 50 hours to completee
Form PF. Some
S
respond
dents (8.16%)) stated that coompleting annd filing Form
m
PF required
d over 150 ho
ours. Figures 14 and 15 shhow that resppondents whoo
saw higherr costs assocciated with completing
c
aand filing Foorm PF weree
mostly larg
ger private fu
und advisers. This is consiistent with Fiigures 18 andd
19, which show that resspondents wh
ho saw longeer timing requuirements forr
Form PF co
ompliance weere also mostlly larger privaate fund advissers.

Figure 18:
1 Estimated Hours
H
to Comp
plete Form PF – Small vs. Laarge Advisers.
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otal number oof hours that w
were requiredd
Figure 18 shows thee estimated to
to completee Form PF, broken
b
down by smaller aand larger advvisers. Largerr
fund adviseers on averagee spent more than four tim
mes as much tiime on fillingg
Form PF ass was required
d for smaller private fund aadvisers.

Figure 19:
1 Estimated Hours
H
To Com
mplete Form PF
F – Kaal 2014 vvs. SEC.

C estimates57 pertaining too
Figure 19 shows a cross-compaarison of SEC
d for the initiial Form PF filing. For sm
maller privatee
the annual time required
a
the data
d in this sttudy suggests that the SEC
C
fund adviseers who file annually,
estimates are
a correct. However,
H
thee relatively ssmall sample of quarterlyy
filing larger private fund
d advisers in this
t study sugggest that thee SEC may bee
overestimatting the time requirements of Form PF
F filings for llarger privatee
fund adviseers. The SEC
C overestimattes pertainingg to time requuirements aree
consistent with
w the SEC
C overestimattes of the iniitial and subssequent filingg
costs for larrger private fund
fu advisers.58

57. Id.
58. See suppra figs. 15 & 19.
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Figure 20:
2 Most Time Consuming Fo
orm PF Items.

me-consumingg
Figure 20 shows resspondents’ asssessment of the most tim
F
PF. Am
mong all Form
m PF questionns that were identified ass
items on Form
time-consu
uming, respon
ndents indicatted that Form
m PF Questionn 16 (types off
investors) took
t
the mostt time to answ
wer, followedd by Form PF
F Question 177
(performan
nce), and Form
m PF Questio
on 7 (related persons). Otther Form PF
F
questions th
hat responden
nts identified
d as time conssuming included Form PF
F
Questions 3,
3 8, 9, 10, 11
1, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 22, 233, 24, and 26.

Figure 21:
2 Reasons for Time Consum
mption.

Figure 21 shows respondents’
r
answers to the open-ended questionn
addressing why certain questions on
n Form PF w
were time-connsuming. Thee
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Gathering” aas the task onn
majority off respondentss (36%) identtified “Data G
which they
y spent the majority
m
of their
t
time, fo
followed by rreferences too
“Delta Options” and “A
Ambiguous qu
uestions / uncclear instructions.” Severall
responses did
d not justify
fy a cluster caategory but aare still worthh identifying..
These un-cclustered resp
ponses madee references to the time spent takingg
margin cossts into acco
ount, having to reach ouut to separately managedd
account maanagers, find
ding agreemen
nt on assumpptions, additiional reviewss
by internall compliance teams, breaaking down oof monthly aand quarterlyy
performancce, factoring in
i derivativess and shorts too overall expoosure, nettingg
of counteerparty expo
osure to calculate Reegulatory Asssets Underr
Management (RAUM) in
i accordancee with Generaally Acceptedd Accountingg
Principles (GAAP), and
d establishing
g the parameeters for comp
mpleting Form
m
PF.
B. SHORTCOMING
H
GS AND SEC GUIDANCE

Figure 22:
2 Most Pressing Issue With
h Form PF.

Figure 22 illustratess respondentss’ answer to Question 9, “What is thee
d address in Form PF?” Respondentss
most pressing issue thee SEC should
he burdensom
me nature and
d inefficiencyy of Form PF as their mostt
identified th
pressing co
oncern, follow
wed by the exposure thaat Form PF ggenerates forr
them. Otheer issues that respondents raised includde the ambigguity of Form
m
PF, the diffficulty in deetermining ad
dvisor risk, aand the signifficant burdenn
Form PF im
mposes on larrger investment adviser firm
rms. Interestinngly, separatee
responses that
t
justified a cluster cateegory also suuggested that there was noo
issue with Form
F
PF.
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Figure 23:
2 Form PF In
nterpretation Requirements.
R

Figure 23 shows th
he majority off clustered reesponses perttaining to thee
level of in
nterpretation required wheen completinng Form PF. Aside from
m
concerns with
w Form PF itself, the lev
vel of interpreetation requirred to answerr
Form PF prrecipitated seeveral particular concerns pertaining to performancee
measures in Form PF Question
Q
17 and counterpparties and ddefinitions off
counterpartties in Form PF
P Questions 22 and 23.

Figure 24:
2 Assessmen
nt of Form PF Definitions
D
andd Instructions.

Figure 24 shows that
t
a majority of responndents (59.18%) did nott
disagree with
w
the definitions or in
nstructions inn Form PF. However, a
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r
(40.82%) indiicated that theey did in factt
significant minority of respondents
disagree wiith definitionss or instructio
ons in Form P
PF.

Figure 25:
2 Disagreemeent with Definitions of Instruuctions.

on 6b(i) was directed tow
wards responddents who haad previouslyy
Questio
indicated th
hat they disaagreed with Form
F
PF defi
finitions or innstructions; itt
asked them
m to answerr the follow
w-up questioon, “What ddefinitions orr
instructionss do you diisagree with??” Figure 255 illustrates respondents’’
answers to
o the questio
on. A large proportion of respondeents (8.16%))
indicated th
hat they generally disagreeed with the deefinition of fu
funds in Form
m
PF. Other response clusters includ
ded the needd to clarify performancee
information
n, the fact thaat instructionss generally neeeded clarificaation, and thee
need to improve the definitions for RAUM
M/AUM for purposes off
completing
g Form PF.59
Anotheer follow-up question ask
ked, “Why ddo you disaggree with thee
definition or
o instruction?” Several respondents suuggested that tthe definitionn
of leveragee is inapproprriately constru
ucted and cann include funnds that don’tt
use leverag
ge or any deerivative secu
urities. Pertaiining to the definition off
RAUM, on
ne response sttated “the deffinition of RA
AUM does noot necessarilyy
mean anyth
hing in term
ms of risk.” Other
O
responndents suggested that thee
definitions or instructions in Form PF
P do “not reeflect real woorld practice””
and can be “very broad and difficult to obtain andd track acrosss a portfolio.””
Responden
nts advising private equiity funds suuggested thatt the SEC’ss
apparent ob
bjective was to utilize infformation froom private eqquity firms inn
59. Other responses
r
that did not justify a clluster included: ““Form PF Questiion 56, Not clearr
that either 0 orr a negative numb
ber is unacceptable until after you save the form;” ““Section 1b, Item
m
B, #8 - Gross asset value of reeporting fund;” “Form PF Questioon 24b - calculattion of volume inn
2nd set of FA
AQs;” “Form PF Question 42 - risk
r
metrics;” “D
Different meaninggs of “value” forr
different produ
ucts - gross vs. deelta adjusted.”
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m
used for hedge fund
f
and brooker dealer aaudits. Otherr
the same model
respondents stated that asking
a
for nottional value inn trade volum
mes might nott
m
respondeents because trade volum
mes are typicaally based onn
work for most
quantity off shares and co
ontracts or traansaction couunts.

Figure 26:
2 Interpretatiion for RAUM Reporting.

M
Figure 26 shows thaat respondentts are equallyy split on whhether RAUM
w up Surveyy
reporting in Form PF 600 requires filers’ interprettation. Follow
1
asked, “If [RAUM
M reporting ddid require innterpretation],,
Question 19b(i)
why was th
his the case?” Several respo
ondents sugggested that thee definition off
RAUM and
d the SEC’s interpretation
n of that term
m were narrow
w or unclear..
More speciifically, seveeral responden
nts appear too have strugggled with thee
definition of RAUM (especially
(
contrasting R
RAUM with the differentt
monly used), ccausing somee respondentss
interpretation of AUM that is comm
to create th
heir own defin
nition of assetts under manaagement to acccount for thee
bulk of th
heir advisory practice. Otthers struggleed with the valuation off
derivatives, the SEC guidance
g
thatt requires RA
AUM to be in line withh
UM and otherr
GAAP, thee difference between gross asset valuue and RAU
perceived conflicts beetween Form
m ADV insstructions annd advisers’’
calculations.
Follow
w-up Survey Question
Q
19b(ii) asked “Iff [you had too interpret thee
meaning of RAUM], how
h
did you interpret thee meaning off ‘Regulatoryy
AUM?’” Respondents
employed different strrategies to interpret thee
R
meaning of
o RAUM, including: (1) summaarizing assuumptions forr
60. For purrposes of this artiicle, the term “RA
AUM” is used ass in Form PF. Seee FORM PF, supraa
note 3.
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y with internaal and externaal reporting rrequirements;; (2) applyingg
consistency
RAUM onlline definition
ns; and (3) rellying on advicce of externall counsel.

Figure 27:
2 Quality of SEC Guidancee on Form PF.

o Survey Quesstion 13 “On a scale of 1 –
Figure 27 shows thee responses to
from the SEC
C
5, how would you rate the best leveel of guidancce available fr
ompleting Fo
orm PF?” Thee majority off respondentss
staff to asssist you in co
(39.58%) suggested
s
thaat the SEC gu
uidance on F
Form PF wass “sufficient.””
Twenty-fiv
ve percent of respondents (25%) thoughht that SEC gguidance wass
“good.” Ho
owever, the third
t
largest group of resppondents (222.92%) statedd
that SEC gu
uidance was “insufficient.”
“
”

Figure 28:
2 Form PF Seections/Items not
n Captured bby SEC Guidannce.
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he number of
o respondent
nts who respoonded to thee
Figure 28 shows th
follow-up question
q
to Survey
S
Questiion 13, Surveey Question 13b: “Whichh
Sections/Iteems on Forrm PF weree not adequuately capturred by SEC
C
guidance?”” While the reesponses werre widely disppersed and diid not alwayss
justify a cluster catego
ory, a majoritty of responndents indicatted that SEC
C
w insufficiient with resspect to repoorting funds,, specificallyy
guidance was
Section 1c,, Item B. Thee next largestt cluster of reespondents suuggested thatt
there were no issues wiith Form PF itself,
i
follow ed by clusterrs stating thatt
dequate for Form
F
PF Secttion 1b, Item C (reportingg
SEC guidance was inad
fund perfo
ormance) and
d Form PF Section 1b, Item A (reeporting fundd
identifying information)). Other clustters of respoondents madee reference too
the lack off guidance in Form PF gen
nerally and thhe lack of guiidance for thee
definitions in Form PF. Several resp
ponses to Surrvey Questionn 13b did nott
justify resp
ponse clusterrs. These reesponses inclluded referennces to how
w
difficult it was
w to find guidance on th
he disclosure requirementss in Form PF,,
problems reegarding tech
hnology and the
t ability to record negattive numbers,,
and issues with reportiing for securritized vehiccles requiringg reliance onn
assumption
ns.

Figure 29:
2 SEC Flexib
bility for Form PF Completioon.

Figure 29 shows th
hat a majority
y of respondeents (72.92%)) believe thatt
hen it comes to answeringg questions inn Form PF iss
the SEC’s flexibility wh
nly a minority
y of respondeents (27.08%
%) stated that the SEC wass
helpful. On
not sufficiiently flexiblle when ressponding to registrants’ requests forr
guidance.
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Figure 30:
3 Benefits off SEC Flexibility for Form PF
F Completion.

Figure 30 illustratess the responsees to the folloow-up questioon, “Why wass
F helpful?” A
According to respondents,,
the flexibillity in filling out Form PF
the most significant
s
benefits of SEC flexibilitty were thatt respondentss
believed th
hey were au
uthorized to use their innternal methhodologies too
interpret an
nd respond to
o questions an
nd to articulaate their assuumptions, andd
that generally, they coulld simplify thee completion of Form PF.

3 Negative Properties of SE
EC flexibility w
with Form PF.
Figure 31:
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m PF is nott
Figure 31 assesses why SEC flexibility reegarding Form
helpful. Th
he overall resp
ponse rate to this questionn was low. Responses thatt
justified a cluster
c
includ
ded referencess to the SEC’’s lack of flexxibility or thee
insufficientt usefulness of SEC flexiibility. Anothher category of responsess
indicated th
hat the flexibility provided
d by the SEC is not usefull because it iss
unclear and
d creates conffusion.

Figure 32:
3 Form PF ass Substitute forr Required CFT
TC Forms.

y of respondeents (87.5%) are not usingg
Figure 32 shows thaat the majority
a a substitu
ute for requirred forms off the Commoodity Futuress
Form PF as
Trading Co
ommission (CFTC). To promote mar
arket integrityy, the CFTC
C
requires alll persons and entities undeer its supervission to report relevant dataa
using requ
uired CFTC forms. Resp
ponses to folllow-up Survvey Questionn
18b(i) (“Iff [you are ussing Form PF as a substtitute for reqquired CFTC
C
hy [are you doing
d
so]?”) suggest
s
that some investm
ment adviserss
forms], wh
are using Form
F
PF to co
oordinate the myriads
m
of foorms that theyy are requiredd
to file. Oth
her responden
nts are still no
ot sure if theyy will be ablee to use Form
m
PF as a sub
bstitute; if so, they may usee it as a substiitute.
Severall additional survey
s
questions pertainedd to optimiziing Form PF..
For instancce, Survey Qu
uestion 8a ask
ked, “What quuestion in Forrm PF shouldd
not have been asked an
nd why not?” The responsses were widdely dispersedd
ot justify clu
ustering. Indiv
vidual responnses, howeveer, may helpp
and did no
clarify speecific areas of
o concern fo
or the privatte fund induustry. Severall
respondents mentioned Form PF Ittem C, Quesstion 17 (Repporting Fundd
ng that existin
ng Form PF fund perform
mance metricss
Performancce), suggestin
are not acccurate becausee the reportin
ng entities em
mploy differennt calculationn
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methodologies. 61 Another respondent suggested that assessing the risk
profile could have been done with significantly less detail and effort by
employing the due diligence processes utilized by many institutional
investors when considering whether to allocate capital to a private fund
manager. The aggregation of data in Form PF Question 2a also raised
concerns. 62 One respondent suggested that if a fund does not employ
leverage, then the fund’s manager should not have to provide further data.
Other items that were marked as problematic and difficult to measure
include Section 1b, Item B, #8, 7.B.(1), Form PF Questions 20, 24, and 28.
Question 8b, the follow-up question to Question 8a, asked, “What
questions should have been asked instead and why?” Responses in this
category were also widely dispersed and did not justify clustering. Several
respondents, however, made comments in the context of limiting systemic
risk via Form PF. These respondents suggested that the SEC’s objective of
limiting systemic risk could have been more strongly advanced by asking
questions in Form PF with an emphasis on open derivatives positions, 63
total market exposure of the entity, and total underlying capital. 64 One
respondent argued that Form PF Question 20, pertaining to a reporting
fund’s investment strategies, could have been categorized better in light of
some managers having multiple strategies and sub-strategies. This
respondent, emphasizing the importance of conforming Form PF to widely
accepted investor reporting, suggested that the Form should provide a
“breakout of assets by product type, geography, counterparty, sectors—
similar to widely accepted investor reporting.” Finally, one respondent

61. More specifically, one respondent opined that “we (does he mean his firm? Him as an
adviser?) don’t usually calculate this information for our investors in this manner—so we had to
calculate it specifically for the form,” and that
this is not an accurate indicator of anything—in fact it is entirely possible that the
reporting entity is not able to provide such information as it is not useful to their
investors—who are far more concerned about the performance of the Fund net any
costs that under USGAAP cannot be included.

62. One respondent suggested that “2a requires that the information be aggregated, and later
the information is required to be provided separately for certain funds. Why not just require the
information to be provided by fund, and then the SEC can aggregate the data as they deem
necessary.”
63. One respondent stated that
the first question that should have been asked is #13 on Section 1(b), Does the fund
have open derivatives positions? If they answer is no [sic], Form PF should not have to
be completed. Without derivative positions, I don’t see how the SEC can link firms to a
systemic collapse.

64. One respondent opined that “the Form should have simply approached the ultimate
question in a different way. If the goal was to determine exposure/leverage in the market and thus
systemic risk associated with these entities, simply ask the total market exposure of the entity and
the total underlying capital.”
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EC should haave emphasiized investm
ment managerr
suggested that the SE
qualificatio
ons.
C. REPORTING
E
SYSTEMS
Y
AND SERVICE PRO
OVIDERS

Figure 33:
3 Adequacy of
o Existing Rep
porting System
ms.

r
assessment oof the adequuacy of theirr
Figure 33 shows respondents’
porting system
ms to capturee the informattion required on Form PF..
existing rep
The majoriity of respon
ndents (65.27%) believe th
that their exissting internall
reporting sy
ystems adequ
uately capturee the informattion required on Form PF..
However, a significant minority
m
of reespondents (334.78%) thouught that theirr
existing in
nternal reporrting systems are not aadequately ccapturing thee
information
n required on Form PF.
Severall follow-up questions to
t Survey Q
Question 15 investigatedd
respondents’ reasoning as to why th
heir existing reporting sy stems do nott
Question 15b asked “If no,,
adequately capture requiired informattion. Survey Q
w-up questioon did not juustify clusterr
why not?” Responses to this follow
categories but they merit
m
furtherr discussionn. For exam
mple, severall
t
extracting
g informationn that is relevvant for Form
m
respondents suggested that
xisting datasets required further analyysis and calcculation. Thiss
PF from ex
seems to su
uggest that ex
xisting fund information hhad to be reccalculated forr
purposes of
o completing
g Form PF. For some, trrade informat
ation was nott
easily availlable. Others used differen
nt definitionss and captureed the data inn
categories different
d
from
m the ones ussed by the SE
EC, or they m
maintained thee
data in diffferent operatin
ng areas wheere no one plaace or system
m supplied thee
required daata. For smalller investmeent fund adviisers, the woork had to bee
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ually. Some advisers sugggested that ttheir existingg
completed mostly manu
internal rep
porting system
ms did not reequire the sam
me level of deetail as Form
m
PF.
Follow
w up Survey Question 15
5c asked “Iff your existiing reportingg
systems did
d not adequaately capture the informatiion required on Form PF,,
how did you
y obtain th
he information
n necessary to report thee data to thee
SEC?” Sev
veral respondeents suggested that they cooncluded a m
manual review
w
and analysiis, and manuaal calculationss to obtain thee informationn necessary too
complete Form
F
PF. Resspondents also reported thhat they workked with theirr
custodian or
o administrattor to obtain and compile the data, pollled investorss
for more details
d
on th
heir identity, and purchassed new addd-ons to theirr
reporting to
ools and/or ussed multiple systems
s
to callculate data.

Figure 34:
3 Identification of Counterp
parties.

P Questions 22 and 23 ask about repoorting funds’ counterpartyy
Form PF
credit expo
osures. Figurre 34 shows how responndents identiified relevantt
counterpartties. While many resp
pondents (1 5.63%) hadd very few
w
counterpartties and thus did not enco
ounter issues with the ideentification off
counterpartties, other reespondents (15.63%)
(
ideentified counnterparties byy
name via their trading
g and/or legaal records. S ome responddents alreadyy
tracked cou
unterparty crredit exposuree (9.38%) orr identified ccounterpartiess
via their ex
xisting internaal reporting orr accounting ssystems (6.255%).
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Figure 35:
3 Issues with
h the Identificattion of Counterrparties.

Figure 35 shows that the oveerwhelming majority off respondentss
(93.75%) did
d not enco
ounter difficu
ulties in idenntifying counnterparties too
answer Forrm PF questio
ons about coun
nterparty creddit exposure.

Figure 36:
3 Use of Serv
vice Provider to Complete Foorm PF.
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%) did not usee
Figure 36 illustrates that a majoriity of responddents (72.92%
a service-provider to co
omplete Form
m PF. Howeveer, 27.08% off respondentss
ms to suggestt
who answeered this quesstion used serrvice provideers. This seem
that concerrns over serv
vice providerss (over)interppreting requirred Form PF
F
data on beehalf of filerrs, among otther concernss over servicce providers’’
completing
g Form PF, maay not be justtified.

Figure 37:
3 Reasons for Not Using Seervice Providerr.

Figure 37 shows thaat in respondiing to the folllow-up questiion to Surveyy
1 Question 11a (“If no
o, why are you not usinng a servicee
Question 11,
provider?”)), the majoritty of respondents (20.83%
%) suggested tthat Form PF
F
could be completed
c
in
n-house. Oth
hers respondeents (16.67%
%) mentionedd
“small firm
m,” suggesting
g that smalleer firms may not use servvice providerss
and will try
y to completee Form PF theemselves. Annother significcant categoryy
of responsees (12.5%) su
uggested that completing F
Form PF wouuld not justifyy
the expensee of hiring a service
s
provid
der.
Clusterr responses of less significcance indicatee that the resspondents didd
not use a seervice provid
der because th
hey filed onlyy annually andd the service-providers did
d not have more
m
experien
nce and/or exp
xpertise with F
Form PF thann
the filer. Seeveral commenters made reference to a desire to unnderstand thee
form (presu
umably becau
use the filing
g will be reqquired in futuure years andd
costs savin
ngs may be po
ossible if in-h
house counseel is completinng the form)..
Finally, some respondeents opined that
t
it wouldd be difficult for a singlee
service provider to harveest the approp
priate data.
urvey Questio
on 11a, Surveey Question 11b(i) asked,,
Contrassting with Su
“If yes, why are you using a serv
vice provider?” The respoonses to thiss
question did not justify clustering
c
butt several resppondents comm
mented on (i))
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without havingg
the difficullty of aggregaating the data and enteringg it directly w
a system to
o assist in thee process, (ii)) the service-pproviders’ knnowledge andd
its insights into answer methodology
y, (iii) a desirre to ensure cconsistency inn
preparation
n, and (iv) thee comparativeely long time it would takee to completee
Form PF in
n-house. Som
me commenterrs believed thhat service prroviders weree
able to fill the inform
mation gaps with inform
mation they track moree
consistently
y than the filler, and serviice-providers performed aabout 80% off
the relevan
nt tasks pertaiining to Form
m PF compleetion, which tthe filer laterr
internally verified.
v
Smaaller firms seeemed to utilizze service-prroviders moree
than large firms becau
use they lack
k experience.. Many resppondents alsoo
mentioned the need to standardize Form PF too simplify thee completionn
process.
Respon
ndents who ad
ddressed follo
ow-up Surveyy Question 111b(ii) (“If youu
are using a service provider to compllete Form PF , are there anny issues withh
using a serv
vice providerr?”) indicated
d that challengges included developing a
process forr interacting with
w a servicee provider to transfer relevvant data, thee
amount of work requireed to providee service-provviders with tthe necessaryy
information
n, and the verry high compaarative cost foor smaller firm
ms.
D. INV
VESTOR RELATIONS

Figure 38:
3 Investor Deemands for Forrm PF Filings.

Figure 38 shows thaat a majority of respondennts (74.47%) iin the samplee
have not beeen asked by
y their investo
ors to providee a copy of thheir Form PF
F
filing. How
wever, more th
han 25% of respondents
r
rreported that tthey receivedd
requests fro
om investors to provide a copy of the iinvestment addvisers’ Form
m
PF filings.
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nses to follow
w-up Survey Question 17bb (“If [investtors asked forr
Respon
your Form PF filing], arre you providiing your Form
m PF filing too investors?”))
m
suggest thaat some investtment adviserrs allow inve stors to revieew their Form
PF filings in-house,
i
whiile others lim
mit the numberr of investor requests withh
regards to Form
F
PF filin
ngs. Similarly
y, responses tto Survey Quuestion 17b(i))
(“If [investtors asked for your Form PF filing annd you are prroviding yourr
form PF fiiling to invesstors]—why are
a you provviding investoors with yourr
Form PF filings?”)
f
sug
ggest that maany investmeent advisers pprovide theirr
Form PF filings to invesstors because they consideer equal and fu
full disclosuree
to all parties important.. Investment advisers whoo are raising capital for a
new fund seem
s
to have a particular incentive to pprovide existting investorss
with Form PF.

3 Reasons for not Sharing Form
F
PF Filingg with Investorrs.
Figure 39:

Figure 39 shows the clustereed responses from respoondents whoo
S
Questtion 17b(ii) (““If [investorss asked for yyour Form PF
F
answered Survey
filing but you
y did not disclose you
ur Form PF F
Filing]—whyy not?”). Thee
majority of respondentts (12.77%) did not provvide the form
m to currentt
prospectivee investors beecause investo
ors did not assk for the doccument. Otherr
respondents did not sharre their Form PF filings w
with investors because suchh
respondents deemed it not useful. Some
S
commeenters did nott provide thee
vestors becausse it was not required
r
or neecessary, or ccited concernss
form to inv
over confid
dentiality as a reason. Some investmeent advisers ddid not makee
Form PF in
nformation in
ndependently available beccause their Foorm PF filingg
was attacheed to their ann
nual report.
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VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The SEC’s mandatory initial collection of private fund data raised many
concerns for the private fund industry. This Article presents the results of a
survey with private fund advisers intended to ascertain the effects of the
mandated private fund disclosures.
A. SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS
The key findings of this study quantify, evaluate, and clarify many core
open issues with respect to the SEC’s efforts to collect private fund data
through Form PF, including in relation to: (1) the required resources for
completing Form PF, (2) the shortcomings of and SEC guidance on Form
PF, (3) the adequacy of filers’ reporting systems and service providers, and
(4) the issues associated with investor relations.
1. Purpose and Required Resources
Respondents identified the SEC’s objective of assessing systemic risk
and the historical lack of private fund information provided by the industry
to the SEC as the primary purposes of Form PF disclosure requirements.
Commenters also argued that FSOC and OFR monitoring of risk,
investment adviser examinations, and the collection of risk exposure
information were important purposes in the enactment of Form PF.
The completion and filing of Form PF requires the commitment of
resources from, and expenditures by, the private fund industry. A majority
of respondents (59.18%) stated that the additional expenditures required to
complete and file Form PF for the first time were under $10,000. A
majority of commenters (57.14%) identified the cost of subsequent annual
Form PF filings at about half of the first-time filing cost, i.e., around
$5,000. A breakdown of respondents by assets under management suggests
that larger private fund advisers, required to file quarterly, are faced with
substantially higher compliance costs, both for their initial data reporting
and for subsequent quarterly filings. The data does not identify the longterm costs for the private fund industry of having to complete and file Form
PF on an annual or quarterly basis.
The overall expenses necessary to complete and file Form PF
correspond with resource requirements, such as the staff required to file
Form PF and the total number of hours it took to complete Form PF. A
majority of respondents (67.35%) used only one to three individuals to
complete Form PF. Similarly, a majority of respondents (69.39%) indicated
that it took staff less than 50 hours to complete Form PF.
Quoting data-gathering efforts as well as the data options and the
ambiguity of the respective Form PF questions, respondents identified
several Questions on Form PF as particularly time-consuming, including,
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Form PF Questions 7 (related persons), 16 (types of investors), and 17
(performance).
2. Shortcomings and SEC Guidance
This survey may help policy-makers optimize Form PF and the
relevancy of the guidance they provide, as the survey identifies
shortcomings in the design, definitions, and guidance of Form PF.
Respondents identified the burdensome nature and the ambiguity of Form
PF as the most pressing issues. While a majority of respondents (59.18%)
agreed with the definitions or instructions in Form PF, respondents
nevertheless argued that performance measures in Form PF Question 17, as
well as counterparties and definitions of counterparties in Form PF
Questions 22 and 23, required a level of interpretation. The minority of
respondents (40.82%) who disagreed with the definitions or instructions in
Form PF generally disagreed with the definition of the term “funds” in
Form PF. Commenters were equally split on whether Form PF questions
pertaining to calculating RAUM required filers to interpret RAUM for
purposes of completing Form PF.
Most respondents appreciated both SEC guidance and SEC flexibility
in responding to questions regarding Form PF. A majority of respondents
rated SEC guidance in the context of their Form PF completion as sufficient
or good. The majority of the commenters who believed that SEC guidance
was inadequate indicated that SEC guidance was particularly unclear with
respect to Form PF Section 1c, Item B (regarding Reporting Funds). This is
consistent with the responses that disagreed with the definition of funds in
Form PF. Most respondents (72.92%) agreed that the SEC’s flexibility in
answering questions with respect to Form PF was helpful. Commenters
stated that SEC flexibility was valuable because it enabled respondents to
interpret Form PF, it increased respondents’ ability to use their own internal
methodologies, it helped them articulate their own assumptions, it clarified
a lot of questions, and it simplified the completion of Form PF.
Nevertheless, the results shows that improvements to Form PF are
necessary to overcome its ambiguities.
3. Reporting Systems and Service Providers
This survey also identifies the adequacy of private funds’ existing
reporting systems utilized to capture the information required in Form PF.
A majority of respondents (65.22%) stated that their existing internal
reporting systems adequately capture the information required by Form PF.
More specifically, the majority of respondents did not encounter difficulties
in identifying data responsive to questions about counterparty credit
exposure, by using counterparties’ names on trading and/or legal records.
Several respondents (34.78%) opined that their existing internal reporting
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systems were insufficient to respond to questions on Form PF because they
require further analysis and calculations.
Respondents not only predominantly believed that their existing
internal reporting systems sufficed to complete Form PF, they also largely
(72.92%) abstained from employing a service-provider to complete Form
PF. Firms’ ability to use existing internal reporting systems to complete
Form PF is consistent with firms’ preference for completing Form PF inhouse. A majority of respondents actually suggested that Form PF can be
completed in-house. Others opined that completing Form PF would not
justify the expense of hiring a service-provider. Commenters identified
several challenges of working with a service-provider, including the
investment of time and expenses to develop processes, as well as the burden
of providing service-providers with the required information. The minority
of respondents who hired a service-provider stated they did so because of
(1) the difficulties in aggregating the data and entering it directly without
having an internal system in place to assist in the process; (2) the service
providers’ knowledge and their industry insight into answer methodology;
(3) a desire to ensure consistency in preparation; and (4) the burden of how
long it would take to complete Form PF in-house.
4. Investor Relations
For a variety of reasons, investors in private funds may ask for a copy
of the investment adviser’s Form PF filings. The majority of respondents
(74.47%) in the sample had not been asked to provide a copy of their Form
PF filing to their investors. While investment advisers may not volunteer
the information, the survey results indicate that they tend to allow investors
to review their Form PF filings in-house.
B. POLICY IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The primary limitations for this study were (1) the availability of data
and (2) the somewhat narrower timeframe to complete the study after the
introduction of private fund reporting requirements. The author collected
the data during a six month time period after the effective date of the initial
filing requirement applicable to private funds. Further research may be
needed to determine if the long-term impact of private fund adviser
disclosure obligations is as moderate as this study suggests. More
specifically, while the cost implications for some advisers in preparing
Form PF seem reasonable at under $10,000 (for most smaller advisers but
not for larger private fund advisers) and with the cost for those smaller
advisers of subsequent annual Form PF filings at less than $5,000, the data
do not identify the long-term cost of Form PF filings for the private fund
industry.
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The findings of this study suggest that the overall effect of Form PF
data reporting requirements on the private fund industry may be less severe
than widely expected. In light of the cost data provided by this study (for
both smaller and larger private fund advisers),65 the industry’s concerns that
mandatory private fund adviser registration and disclosure requirements
could inappropriately burden investment advisers 66 seem to be mostly
unfounded. The results of this study complement findings in earlier studies
that suggest “the private fund industry [is] adjusting well, and the impact of
the registration and disclosure rules appears to be much less intense than the
industry initially anticipated.”67
Nevertheless, the data analysis and the findings of this study indicate
that there are several areas of concern with existing Form PF questions and
requirements. Important issues include the ambiguity of several key
questions in Form PF; the time constraints required to answer certain
questions, such as Questions 7 (related persons), 16 (types of investors),
and 17 (performance); respondents’ disagreement with the definition of
funds; and the lack of adequate SEC guidance for Section 1c, Item B
(information regarding reporting fund). Other issues identified in this study
pertain to the insufficiency of existing reporting systems for some firms;
difficulties in aggregating the required Form PF data and entering it directly
without the availability of a system to assist in the process; and challenges
in working with a service-provider, such as process development and the
burden of providing service-providers with the required information.
By examining these shortcomings in the existing framework for private
fund advisers’ data reporting, policymakers may be able to identify possible
policy improvements. Most of the problems may be addressed over time as
the SEC provides additional and improved guidance on Form PF or revises
core questions and/or the definitions pertaining to core questions that have
been identified as problematic. A possible remedy to the shortcomings that
advisers identified would be to standardize private fund adviser reporting
obligations. Standardization may help address the ambiguities and
inefficiencies that currently exist in the reporting requirements and may
help simplify and streamline the disclosure requirements for the private
fund industry. In any attempt at standardization of Form PF, policy-makers
should evaluate the competing needs of different types of private fund
advisers.

65. See supra figs. 10–13.
66. See supra note 4 and accompanying text.
67. Kaal, Hedge Fund Manager Registration, supra note 6, at 316.
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APPENDIX: SURVEY INSTRUMENT

To: Chief Legal / Compliance Officer
To Whom It May Concern

Private fund

July 15, 2013
RE: Participant Understanding of Participation in the Survey
Dear Sir or Madame,
The purpose of this survey is for Professor Wulf A. Kaal at the
University of St. Thomas School of Law in Minneapolis to learn more
about your experiences in dealing with recent private fund registration and
disclosure requirements under the Dodd-Frank Act and in particular your
experiences in providing the SEC with required information under Form
PF.
As you may know, the Dodd-Frank Act authorized the SEC to
promulgate rules requiring registration and enhanced disclosure for private
fund managers. As part of the new rules, the SEC introduced a reporting
obligation under Form PF. The effects of private fund registration and
disclosure requirements in the United States are unclear and this survey
study hopes to evaluate and clarify possible effects.
To ensure that we reduce any risks in your participation, we will not in
any form identify you or your firm in any of our reports. Responses to this
survey will be used by Professor Kaal in several academic publications,
which will be made available to academics, industry experts (including
survey respondents), and regulators as well as to the general public at the
time of publication. Respondents’ identities will not be disclosed and
particular responses to this survey will not be linked to particular
respondents.
We would be happy to share the survey results with you, as they may
prove to be informative in the administrative management of your
fund(s). The collected cost data in the aggregate form will allow
respondents to compare costs. If deemed desirable and only with your
consent, we would also be happy to share the results of this survey with
your investors.
Answering the survey questions below will take approximately ten to
fifteen minutes. We do very much appreciate your support. Please do not
hesitate to get in touch with any questions.
With best regards,

Wulf A. Kaal
Associate Professor of Law
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1. Did you assist in completing and/or file Form PF on behalf of the
investment adviser firm with the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC)?
a. Yes ___
b. No ___
2. Please check which section(s) of Form PF you completed:
a. 1a & 1b – All private fund advisers ____
b. 1c – All private fund advisers that advise private funds ____
c. 2a – Large private fund advisers (>$1.5 bil. AUM) ____
d. 2b – Large private fund advisers (>$1.5 bil. AUM) ____
e. 3 – Large liquidity fund advisers (>$1 bil. AUM) ____
f. 4 – Large private equity advisers (>$2 bil. AUM) ____
g. 5 – Temporary hardship exemption ____
3. Are you required to file Form PF?:
a. Annually ____
b. Quarterly ____
4. Please check all of the types of private funds that your investment
adviser firm manages (please only check those that apply best to you):
a. Private fund ____
b. Liquidity Fund ____
c. Private Equity Fund ____
d. Real Estate Fund ____
e. Securitized Asset Fund ____
f. Venture Capital ____
g. Other Private Fund ____
5. Which, if any, of the questions in Form PF required the greatest level of
interpretation?
_____________________________________________________________
6. Are there definitions or instructions in Form PF that you disagree with?
a. No ____
b. Yes ____
i. If yes – What definitions or instructions do you disagree with?
_____________________________________________________________
ii. Why do you disagree with the definition or instruction?
_____________________________________________________________
7. Please comment on the SEC guidance pertaining to Form PF:
a. Is the flexibility provided by the SEC in filling out Form PF
helpful?
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i. Yes ____If Yes – why? ___________________________________
ii. No ____If No – why not? _________________________________
b. When the SEC is prescriptive in its Form PF guidance do you agree
with the stance the SEC is taking?
i. Yes ____
ii. No ____If No – why not? _________________________________
8. Please comment on specific questions in Form PF:
a. What question in Form PF should not have been asked and why
not? _________________________________________________________
b. What questions should have been asked instead and why?
_________________________________________________________
9. What is the most pressing issue the SEC should address in the context
of Form PF?
_________________________________________________________
10. In your opinion, what is the purpose of Form PF? Please check all that
apply and/or provide additional comments:
a. Ease the burden on private fund managers to produce data ___
b. Assess systemic risk posed by the private fund industry ___
c. Allow the Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC) and the
Office of Financial Research (OFR) to monitor risks to the U.S. Financial
System ___
d. Address the lack of private fund information available to regulators
___
e. Collection of risk exposure information of individual private fund
advisers ___
f. Other
__________________________________________________________
11. Are you using a service provider to complete Form PF (Y/N)?
_________________
a. If No – why not? ______________________________________
b. If Yes ___
i. Why are you using a service provider? _____________________
ii. Are there any issues with using service providers? Please explain:
_____________________________________________________________
12. Please estimate the following pertaining to your investment adviser
firm:
a. Total number of people who worked to complete Form PF for the
first time (including external consultants) __________________
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b. Total number of hours to complete Form PF for the first time
____________________
c. Total amount of funds spent to complete Form PF for the first time
$____________________
d. Please estimate the annual cost for subsequent Form PF filings
(after the first time filing) $___________________
13. SEC guidance and support:
a. On a scale of 1 – 5, how would you rate the best level of guidance
available from the SEC staff to assist you in completing Form PF?
i. Excellent ____
ii. Good ____
iii. Sufficient ____
iv. Insufficient ____
v. No Guidance ____
b. Which Sections / Items on Form PF were not adequately captured
by SEC guidance? Please list all relevant Sections / Items:
_________________________________________________________
14. Which question(s) on Form PF were most time consuming to answer?
a. Please list the three most time consuming items on Form PF:
i. ______________________________________________________
ii. ______________________________________________________
iii. ______________________________________________________
b. Please state shortly why these items proved time consuming (in
order of priority):
i. ______________________________________________________
ii. ______________________________________________________
iii. ______________________________________________________
15. Did your existing reporting, monitoring, and tracking systems
adequately capture the information required on Form PF?
a. Yes ____
b. No ____ If No – why not? ________________________________
c. If your existing reporting systems did not adequately capture the
information required on Form PF, how did you obtain the information
necessary
to
report
the
data
to
the
SEC?
_____________________________________________________________
16. Form PF requires disclosures regarding counterparty credit exposure
and collateral [(Section 1(b) Item B, Numbers 22, 23, and Section 2(a)
Numbers 36, 37, and 38)].
a. How did you identify the relevant counterparties?
_____________________________________________________________
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b. Did you encounter any difficulties in identifying counterparties?
i. No ____
ii. Yes ____ If Yes – what difficulties did you encounter?
_________________________________________________________
17. Have your investors asked to obtain your Form PF filing?
a. No ____
b. Yes ____ If Yes – are you providing your Form PF filing to
investors?
i. Yes ____ If Yes – why are you providing investors with your Form
PF filings? ___________________________________________________
ii. No ____ If No – why not?_________________________________
18. To the extent permissible, are you using Form PF as a substitute form
for required CFTC forms?
a. No ____
b. Yes ____ If Yes – why? __________________________________
19. Did reporting “Regulatory AUM” as required in Form PF require a
level of interpretation from you?
a. No ____
b. Yes ____
i. If Yes – why? __________________________________________
ii. If Yes – how? __________________________________________

